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Don't Die, My Love
The celebration isn't supposed to end in tragedy.
The night of their high-school drama group's cast
party starts out as fun for sisters Amy and Erin. Their
lives come crashing down when Amy takes the car
to get more food and has a horrible accident. Erin
and her family pray for Amy to awaken from her
coma. But as the monitor bleeps and the respirator
hisses, Amy lies somewhere between life and death.
Erin and her parents must find the courage to accept
the fact that Amy's life-support system will never
bring her back. When she dies, can the family give
some meaning to her senseless death? Can Amy's
dying become the hope for someone else's living?
In the vein of Eat, Pray, Love, but for teens, this
inspirational novel is set against the backdrop of
Tennessee horse country as well as the historic
cities of Italy and the Italian countryside. The story
unfolds as three teenage girls, recently graduated
from high school, plan the next phase of their lives
while dealing with immediate life issues. McDaniel
subtly explores the many types of love the girls
experience--including love for one's family, one's
friends, and intimate love--and the sacrifices they
choose to make (or not) for each of them.
In this compelling sequel to Angel of Mercy, Amber
Barlow finds herself following in her sister footsteps
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to Uganda for missionary work. She quickly realizes
upon arrival that transitioning from her wealthy
lifestyle in Miami to the shocking conditions she
witnesses in Uganda will be much more difficult than
she had even anticipated. Luckily, she makes a
friend in Boyce Callihan, a fellow volunteer from
Alabama whose charm and humor help her adjust to
her new life. In this inspirational story of
transformation, bestselling author Lurlene McDaniel
eloquently explores the depth and power of selfless
love.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage
reluctant readers! Deanne doesn't want to spend her
summer on silly debutante activities, like hanging out
at the country club and flirting with the rich boys.
She’d rather spend time with the kids in the cancer
wing at the local hospital. Will Deanne's compassion
lead her to love—and heartbreak?
Sarah McGreggor has leukemia and needs a bone
marrow transplant. It is at this critical moment that
Sarah learns she was adopted. When the "One Last
Wish" check arrives, Sarah decides to search for her
birth mother--and a chance for life.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage
reluctant readers! Feisty, thirteen-year-old Megan
McCaffery is proud to be a tomboy, and she just
can't relate to the "southern belles" in her hometown
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of Charleston, South Carolina. Her older sister,
Audrey, is driving her crazy with constant talk about
her upcoming wedding. When a popular girl at
school takes an interest in Megan's best friend, JohnPaul, Megan is surprised at her own jealousy. Was
she losing her tomboy edge? But when her mother's
mysterious headaches turn out to be a brain tumor,
Megan's world is truly turned upside-down.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage
reluctant readers! For thirteen years, Elly has been
in Kathy's shadow, always second best. Even so, the
two of them understand each other as only sisters
can. Jealousy, anger, and resentment give way to
guilt when Kathy dies suddenly and Elly is left to ask,
"Why did she have to die?"
Raina is happy and relieved that her friends
Kathleen and Holly found volunteering at the hospital
rewarding. They loved their summers at the hospital
so much they will be working for credit during their
junior year. Raina is also looking forward to spending
as much time as possible with Hunter during their
last year of high school together. Kathleen is still
dating Carson, but they are at different schools and
she’s worried it won’t last. And poor Holly’s still
waiting for her parents to let up on their rules so she
can actually go out on a date. Everything is going
well until Raina’s old boyfriend Tony shows up and
threatens to ruin the thing that matters to Raina the
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most—her relationship with Hunter. But she isn’t the
only one with a secret. When Raina’s mother
reveals her family secret, Raina feels betrayed.
Luckily she has Holly and Kathleen to lean on.
Together again. It's been a year since Katie O'Roark,
Chelsea James, and Lacey Duval shared a special
summer at Jenny House. The girls have each spent the
year struggling to fit into the world of the healthy. Now
they're back, this time as "big sisters" to a new group of
girls who also face life-threatening illnesses. But even as
the friends strive to help their "little sisters" face the
future together, they must separately confront their own
expectations. Katie must decide between an old flame
and an exciting scholarship far from home. Chelsea must
overcome her fear of romance. And Lacey must
convince the boy that she loves that the feelings for him
can be trusted. When tragedy strikes Jenny House, each
of the girls knows that things can never be the same
again. Will Lacey, Chelsea, and Katie find a way to carry
on the legacy of the Jenny House? Can their special
friendship endure when they go their separate ways?
Jory Delaney has always had lots of money. But there's
one thing she knows she cannot buy--and that's her best
friend Melissa's life. Although Melissa's leukemia is in
remission, it's hard for both girls to hold on to the
possibility of a very bright future. When Melissa's health
begins to deteriorate, Jory watches her friend's
courageous battle and is overwhelmed by a sense of
loss. Distanced from her parents, Jory grows closer to
Melissa's mother and older brother, Michael, as they give
each other untold strength in the face of tragedy. As she
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grapples with the unfairness of Melissa's imminenet
death, can Jory find a way to turn her anger into the
hope and inspiration that Melissa wanted to leave
behind?
Events surrounding the hit and run accident of a popular
high school student are told from the viewpoints of those
involved, including the victim.
To escape her father's overprotectiveness, twenty-yearold Kenzie Caine spends the summer working at a horse
farm rehabilitating Tennessee Walking horses, where a
good deed results in a violent end to the summer and the
revelation of her attractive assistant's secrets.
Chelsea James and Katie O'Roark met at Jenny House
and spent a wonderful summer together. Now Chelsea
and her mother are staying with Katie as Chelsea awaits
news concerning a heart transplant. While waiting for a
compatible donor, Chelsea meets Jillian, a girl who's
funny and kind. Jillian is also waiting. She needs a heartlung transplant. The two girls become fast friends. When
Chelsea meets Jillian's brother, he awakens feelings in
Chelsea she's never known before. However, as her
medical situation grows desperate, Chelsea finds herself
in a contest for her life against her very best friend. Is it
fair that there's only a chance for one of them to survive?
Love, romance, and friendship abound in this three-inone omnibus edition of Lurlene McDaniel's bestselling
inspirational young adult novels, all of which explore the
timeless question "Can love survive, now and forever?"
I'll Be Seeing YouCarley Mattea never expected to
become friends with a boy as handsome as Kyle
Westin—especially not in the hospital. His doctors don't
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know whether he'll get his vision back, and he's deeply
depressed. Carley can relate. She's been scarred by a
facial deformity, but she's keeping that a secret from
Kyle. She's worried that if his bandages are removed
and he sees her, it will be the end of their relationship.
Carley wants what's best for Kyle. But what will that
mean for Carley? Don't Die, My LoveJulie Ellis and Luke
Muldenhower describe themselves as "meant for each
other." Now in high school, they are deeply in love. Luke
is a talented football player and is sure to receive an
athletic scholarship to a top college, and Julie intends to
follow. When Luke gets a virus, Julie persuades him to
see a doctor. The test results are devastating. But Julie
believes their love is stronger than anything. Or is it? A
Rose for MelindaJesse and Melinda have been friends
since the first grade. When Jesse and his mom move to
California, he and Melinda bridge the miles with e-mail.
When Melinda suddenly falls ill and her plans to become
a prima ballerina are shattered, Jesse travels to see her,
to be by her side. As their bond grows stronger, Melinda
wonders whether she and Jesse can be more than just
friends—and whether a new love could be enough to save
her.
When Amy's car accident results in the death of her little
sister, she finds it difficult to move on and manage her
anger, especially when she is in the presence of a
certain boy with whom she is performing in the school
musical. Original.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant
readers! Thirteen is supposed to be a great age—dances,
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cheerleading, boys—but she never thought it would also
include cancer. Dawn Rochelle is about to face the
toughest fight of her life—a fight she has to win.
Otherwise, she has only six months to live.
Melissa Austin has always worked hard to make things
go her way, and now she's determined to have the best
junior year ever. Everything appears to look promising as
usual...until she receives the devastating news that she
has cancer. Despite denying the doctor's diagnosis at
first, Melissa quickly realizes that her illness is growing
worse and so she agrees to start treatment. At the
hospital, she finds unexpected friendship and love
through Ric, another cancer patient who turns out to be
the only other person who can truly understand what
she's going through. Together, Melissa and Ric learn
how to find the inner strength to face the mysteries of
living and dying every day. This is an inspirational story
by the bestselling author Lurlene McDaniel that is perfect
for fans of The Fault in Our Stars.
When Katie O'Roark receives an invitation from the One
Last Wish Foundation to spend the summer at Jenny
House, she eagerly says yes. Katie is ever grateful to the
anonymous "JWC," the person who gave her the gift that
allowed her to receive a heart transplant. Now Katie is
asked to help others who, like herself, are facing medical
odds against them. Being a "Big Sister" to Amanda, an
eleven-year-old victim of leukemia; Chelsea, a thirteenyear-old candidate for a heart transplant; and Lacey, a
fifeen-year-old diabetic who refuses to face her
problems, is a challenge. As the summer progresses, the
girls form a bond of friendship as they behave "just like
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healthy kids." When a crisis occurs and one of the girls
does not get to fulfill her dreams, the friends are
devastated. The girls vow to gather each summer, so
long as one of them is alive, in honor of their dreams and
of a friendship strong enough to endure beyond this life.
Though written more than a century ago, Elizabeth
Barrett Browning’s beautiful sonnet rings true today for
three young couples who believe in the power of love. In
“Night Vision,” Brett finds a way to brighten a special
girl’s lonely existence. “Bobby’s Girl” features Dana,
who must choose between two brothers, both of whom
she loves. “Laura’s Heart,” the third story, introduces
16-year-old Laura Carson, who is hospitalized on a
regular basis because of her weak heart. But when
tragedy strikes a loved one, she realizes her heart is
stronger than she thought and that love lives on forever.
Sometimes Carrie Blake feels she just can't stand life's
problems or pain. At fifteen, she's had leukemia for three
years, and although the disease is in remission, she's
never sure when things might change. Her parents,
whose bitter divoce has left Carrie feeling torn between
them, don't seem to understand how much harder they
make her daily life. When Carrie meets Keith Gardner at
a cancer support group, everything seems brighter. Keith
and his loving supportive family are wonderful to Carrie.
Then Keith's illness worsens and he knows he can no
longer fight off dying. Armed with love of family and
friends, Keith chooses to participate in a hospice
program, which allows him to remain at home instead of
in the hospital. Carrie feels helpless as she watches
Keith slip away. Will Keith's courage help Carrie to face
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her own uncertain future?
Heather Barlow has always been idealistic, and now
she's finally ready to make a difference by setting sail to
Uganda for a medical mission trip. Upon arrival,
however, Heather realizes that she is unprepared to face
the disease, famine, and misery she encounters
everywhere. The overcrowded refugee camps and
orphanages seem overwhelming until she meets Ian
McCollum, who is also working with the medical staff. Ian
is the only one who can see beyond the horror and help
Heather change the world by helping one person at a
time - even at great cost to one's own self. Bestselling
author Lurlene McDaniel expertly crafts a heartwrenching story of love and sacrifice in this prequel to
Angel of Hope.
After her freshman year at college, Katie decides to
return to work at Jenny House, a camp for sick children,
even though it means she may have to face her former
boyfriend, Josh Martel, whose brother's heart had saved
her life. Original.
“Sorry, John Green fans, but McDaniel’s been making
us cry . . . for decades.” —Bustle.com Love, family,
acceptance, and forgiveness are at the center of this
heartfelt novel that explores the unpredictable paths that
allow people to follow their dreams and help them find a
way back home. Ever since Sloan won a reality
television singing competition, her music career has
taken off. She suddenly finds herself with a manager, a
recording contract, and a tour in the works. Her manager
warned her that strangers would ask her for all sorts of
things, and that she must not respond. But one email
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stands out—from a young woman who claims to be
Sloan’s half sister. Sloan’s mother, now deceased,
never told her who her father was, so the prospect of
knowing some family history is too strong a desire to
ignore. Now Sloan must return to Windemere, the town
where she grew up, to face a past she’s worked hard to
forget. One trip leads to another, and when
circumstances take a devastating turn, Sloan is faced
with a complicated choice involving not only herself, but
also those who have come to depend on her.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant
readers! Jordan Sterling has had a boring summer,
unlike the other girls at her high school. When she hears
story after story of fun summer romances, Jordan
decides she has to come up with her own special
boyfriend. She brags about Ryan, a gorgeous guy she
met "over the summer." But Ryan is a real person—a boy
she's known all her life. Luckily, he lives far away. So
what is Jordan going to do when Ryan moves to her
town and he has no idea he's the love of her life? Will
one lie ruin a life-long friendship?
You don't know me, nut I know about you. . . . I can't
make you live longer, I can't stop you from hurting. But I
can give you one wish, as someone did for me. Katie
O'Roark feels miserable, even though she knows she's
incredibly lucky to have received an anonymous gift. Still,
the money can't but her a new heart or bring her back to
her track-star days. When a donor is found with a
compatible heart, Katie undergoes transplant surgery.
While recuperating, she meets Josh Martel and senses
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an immediate connection. When Katie decides to start
training to attain her dream of running again, Josh helps
her meet the difficult challenge. Will Katie find the
strength physically and emotionally to live to become a
winner again?
Home-schooled for most of his education, Nathan
Malone enters the public high school as a senior where
he meets a beautiful girl with a secret and together they
learn about loving, living, and dying. Reprint.

A high school diving champion develops bone
cancer in this story told from the points of view of the
diver, his best friend, his sister, and his girlfriend.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage
reluctant readers! "Junior high will be a blast,"
promises Andrea Manetti's best friend. But while
exciting things are happening at school—new friends,
boys, and a chance to star in the musical—Andrea's
home life is falling apart. Her parents are always
fighting; her mom's new job means Andrea has to
help more with the family. And then there's Andrea's
brother. Can Andrea keep her family together—and
keep their secrets from getting out? And why does
the boy at school who hates her seem to be the only
one who understands her?
Desi thinks it's totally unfair that innocent baby Alicia
was born HIV positive. Now the eight-month-old
Alicia lives at Childcare because she was given
away by her sick teenage mother. Desi can relate to
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feeling unloved. Her parents give her all the material
things she needs, but there seems to be a wall
between her mother and herself. Working at
Childcare has opened Desi's heart and allowed her
to feel the love that she's been longing for. But Alicia
is not her child and there is no cure for her condition.
Can Desi cope with the harsh realities and still
believe in love? Working at Childcare has opened
Desi's heart and allowed her to feel the love that
she's been longing for. But Alicia is not her child and
there is no cure for her condition. Can Desi cope
with the harsh realities and still believe in love? -->
It is 1974 and the country is still struggling to come
to terms with the Vietnam War. In the small town of
Conners, Georgia, Darcy has just started high
school, her older sister Adel goes to weekend
dances at the local Army base, and their mother
tends her beautiful garden–the biggest and best in
town. But Darcy’s world is soon changed forever
when her mother goes to Atlanta for tests. The
diagnosis is not good–breast cancer. There is so
much Darcy wants to talk to her mother about: the
war and what happened to the soldiers who were
there; the feelings she is having for the new (and
troubled) boy in school. But she can’t. So she finds
solace in her mother’s garden. There she can help
the flowers her mother planted bloom.
“Sorry, John Green fans, but McDaniel’s been
making us cry . . . for decades,” says Bustle.com.
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Now, in her latest novel, as three high school seniors
are in the midst of planning their futures, they must
face present-day circumstances that force them to
grasp what it means to truly become an adult. Lani
Kennedy has dreamed of becoming a nurse since
her cousin Arie died of leukemia. Nothing will stop
her from getting into the local nursing program.
Dawson Berke hasn’t dealt with his mom’s death,
and he’s angry at his dad for forcing them to move
right before his senior year. Sloan Quentin knows
that her band is her ticket to fame and fortune. When
she discovers that her boyfriend—the band’s lead
guitarist—is cheating on her, she finds comfort—and
revenge—in someone else’s arms. As the lives of
Lani, Dawson, and Sloan become entangled in
unexpected ways, reality hits harder than anyone
could have imagined, and life-altering decisions are
faced. “For fans of romance tinged with tragedy . . .
this latest offering will resonate.” —SLJ
Falling in love with Luke, a talented football player
with a promising future, Julie Ellis encourages him to
see a doctor when he falls ill, and she is horrified
when he is diagnosed with Hodgkin's lymphoma.
Trisha Thompson and her best friend Christina are
having a great senior year. Trisha and her boyfriend,
Cody, are making plans to attend Indiana University
together in the fall, while Christina has already
received a scholarship to the University of Vermont.
Everything would be perfect if only Trisha got along
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with Christina’s controlling boyfriend Tucker, who is
trying to convince Christina not to go away for
college. But suddenly their lives change one night
when Tucker is driving the four home from an away
basketball game. When his car hits a patch of black
ice and overturns, Tucker walks away with barely a
scratch, but Trisha is injured, Cody is in a coma, and
Christina is dead. Those left behind must learn that it
takes time for their scars—both visible and not—to
heal. And they must find the courage to move on
with their lives.
You don't know me, but I know about you.... I can't
make you live longer, I can't stop you from hurting.
But I can give you one wish, as someone did for me.
It's been months since Dani Vanoy's older sister
Cassie has been diagnosed as having a brain tumor.
And now the treatments aren't helping. Dani is
furious that she is powerless to help her sister, and
she can't even convince her mother to take the girls
on the trip to Florida that Cassie has always longed
for. Then Cassie receives an anonymous letter and
check. Dani knows she can never make Cassie well,
but against all odds she dares to make Cassie's
dream come true.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage
reluctant readers! Rachel Deering has her eyes on
her toes: she wants to become a world-class
ballerina. As a 14-year-old, she is already one of the
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best dancers in the country. Just as she prepares for
an audition for an opening with a prestigious dance
troupe, Rachel starts having some very disturbing
symptoms. After collapsing at school, she has many
tests and her doctor tells her the news: She has
diabetes. Now her world consists of blood tests,
insulin shots, a controlled diet, and constant fear that
she will have a reaction and end up unable to
dance—or worse.
Remember the true meaning of the holidays with three
touching novellas from best-selling author Lurlene McDaniel.
In the opening novella, "Christmas Child," 15-year-old
Melanie is just getting used to the idea of having a sister
when she learns that the child will only live for a few hours.
But Melanie learns much about love during her sister's brief
but poignant life. In "The Last Dance," Brenda is faced with
the difficult choice between good intentions and what she
really wants when she becomes the last chance for
happiness for a dying boy. In "Kathy's Life," two 16-years-olds
seem to have everything on the surface, but not everything is
as perfect as it appears.
Relates the complicated friendship of a teenaged girl, her
best friend, her best friend's boyfriend, and a young heart
transplant recipient.
When an anonymous benefactor promises to grant her a
single wish, sixteen-year-old Kara Fischer, a girl with cystic
fibrosis who has recently found friends in Eric and Vince,
contemplates what her wish will be. Original.
Hilary hates Jews. As part of a neo-Nazi gang in her town,
she's finally found a sense of belonging. But when she's
critically injured in an accident, everything changes.
Somehow, in her mind, she has become Chana, a Jewish girl
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fighting for her own life in the ghettos and concentration
camps of World War II. Han Nolan offers powerful insight into
one young woman's survival through the Holocaust and
another's journey out of hatred and self-loathing. Reader's
guide and an interview with the author included.
Three tales of teenagers experiencing the inexplicable.
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